The Priory Academy LSST
Lincoln, England

OUTSTANDING BOARDING
The Priory Academy LSST, in the historic city of Lincoln, is an
outstanding academy with results that make us one of the top
performing state schools in the country. The Academy, part of The
Priory Federation of Academies Trust, also offers outstanding Sixth
Form Boarding (Ofsted 2017). As a state boarding school, we also
offer excellent value for money with very competitive fees of currently
just £11,800 per year.
The Robert de Cheney Boarding House was opened in September
2012, a purpose-built, state-of-the-art facility with en-suite single
accommodation for up to 60 Sixth Form students. There are common
rooms for the boys and the girls on their respective floors and a joint
common room on the ground floor for all boarders. In addition to the
high quality catering that is provided for the boarders every day, they
also have their own kitchen, new in September 2016, where they can
cook for themselves at weekends if they wish.
Over the last five years, the boarding house has developed into
a vibrant and dynamic multi-cultural community, with students of
several different nationalities. While the boarders themselves thrive
and benefit from living in such a stimulating environment, the wider
academy also benefits from the added dimension that the boarders
bring to the Sixth Form.

TOP DESTINATIONS
The overwhelming majority of Sixth Form
students progress to higher education. They are
supported throughout their time in Years 12
and 13 by an outstanding higher education
and careers advice programme.
Every year, a significant number of our
Sixth Form students gain places at Oxford and
Cambridge, UK Medical Schools and a range
of other top universities. In the summer of 2017,
nine students secured places at Oxbridge,
four gained places to study medicine and two
dentistry. Our 262 Year 13s achieved 60%
A*-B in their A Levels and 41% of students
achieved places at Russell Group universities.

Academy motto: Courage and Courtesy

UNIVERSITY SUCCESS
Our Year 13 boarders who left in 2016 and 2017 were
particularly successful, with university destinations including:

Cambridge – Engineering
Oxford – Medicine
UCL – History, Politics & Economics
UCL – Management Science
Durham – Psychology
Warwick – Economic Studies & Global Development
Bath – Aerospace Engineering
Sheffield – Computer Science
Bristol – Mathematics
Royal Holloway – Psychology
Istituto Marangoni London – Fashion Design
Lancaster – Philosophy
Nottingham - Architecture

LANGUAGE
SUPPORT
Alongside the outstanding academic
teaching that the students receive,
we are very conscious of meeting the
needs of our overseas boarders in
terms of support for their English where
necessary.
To this end, we conduct English tests
with all new boarders who have not
taken GCSEs or equivalents to ensure
that we have a clear understanding
of whether they need any additional
support from the outset. Where support
is needed, we timetable extra English
lessons.
We also run IELTS classes throughout
the year to support all students who
need to take this qualification at no
extra cost.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
In addition to academic studies, both the academy and boarding house
offer an exciting range of extra-curricular activities. We have our own
Combined Cadet Force, we offer Duke of Edinburgh awards to Gold and
both Sport and the Arts feature heavily in our extensive programme of
activities. There are regular trips abroad. At the boarding house there is a
wide range of excursions and house events at weekends, while boarders
also have free membership of the academy gym.
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For a flavour of life in our boarding house,
please visit our boarding blog at

www.prioryboarding.co.uk
For further information or to arrange a visit:
T: 01522 889977
E: boarding@prioryacademies.co.uk

www.priorylsst.co.uk

